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INTRODUCTION
The mechanization of the world and the storage of information in form of binary data, in storage devices such
as computers have truly made it possible to keep track of various data in an efficient manner in accumulator
accessories such as computers accept absolutely fabricated it accessible to accumulate clue of assorted abstracts
in an able manner. With the apparatus of the world Wide Web by Tim Berners Lee, it is now accessible for
humans to collaborate with several humans and transact assorted businesses all at the aforementioned time
through the internet. The ancient computer was the Electronic Numerical Integrator Analyzer and Computer
(ENIAC), acclimated to do ballistic calculations for the U.S. aggressive during the world War II With the
appearance of chip and after the microcomputers (is also called as personal computers) , the abstraction of
putting a computer to absolute use of an alone came up as it became affordable and bargain in size. The use of
computers did with a manual storage and management information of advice and finding a particular
information of stored advice becomes easier. The change of computer technology and increased human
interactions application computers, has led to countless offenses or actionable practices (called cybercrimes) in
this arena as well. One such is identity theft. Identity annexation refers to all types of crimes wherein a being
fraudulently obtains addition person’s claimed advice and uses it primarily for bread-and-butter gain. Identity
annexation can be accepted as a sub set of abstracts annexation wherein claimed advice of an alone forms the
abstracts baseborn and is the agency to perpetrate several added crimes. It has emerged to be one of the fastest
growing crimes in America and several added countries. This is primarily because, in America, all the claimed
identification advice has been affiliated to a individual Social Security Number. Through this number is an
alone assets government schemes and almanac of the absolute database pertaining to the alone revolves about
his amusing aegis number. In such circumstances, a arising of this amount to identity thieves can accept austere
irreparable repercussions unless such corrupt is tracked down. As per the India Risk Survey Report
(IRSR),2014, there has been a 11% access in bribe ceramics and Identity annexation in India, followed by a 9%
access in Phishing attacks. In 2013, India had been ranked amidst the top 5 countries with the  a lot of amount
of cybercrimes. Despite top akin of cybercrimes, there is a amazing akin of low confidence amount in India.
With about 354 Million internet users in India, the actuality of ascent amount of cybercrimes and low
confidence ante is problematic. Therefore, the present laws accouterment to the cybercrime charge to be
alarmingly analyzed, to accept whether the law or its accomplishing has assertive lacunae which accept led to
this problem. The analysis catechism is whether and to what admeasurement are the Indian laws pertaining to
Identity annexation acceptable to baby to the present claim and whether the accomplishing apparatus of the
laws is in synchrony with the legislations. The researcher would go into the intricacies of the abomination of
Identity annexation committed through cyber banking assets distinctively computer and internet. The country of
abstraction would be India and the researcher would assay assorted acknowledged accoutrement in the Indian
Penal Code, 1860 and primarily in the Information Technology (Amendment) Act, of 2008 aimed at civilian
and bent accountability of an Identity bandit and the remedies accessible to the victim. The shortcomings (if
any) would be apparent and assertive ameliorate measures would be suggested.

WHAT CONSTITUTES IDENTITY
In accepted parlance, Identity of an alone is a accumulating of different and abiding Identityistics associated
with the being which distinguishes him/her from others. Each individual, even two agnate searching individuals
accept a different identity. In acknowledged context, Identity encompasses the acceptance aspect of an alone as
per the government annal through bearing registration, aborigine ID, active license, etc. It constitutes the name,
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citizenship, address, physically appropriate affection (a blister or mole), photograph, and claret accumulation
information. This can advice the authorities to accumulate a clue of the humans residing or visiting the territory.
Identity for the purpose of Identity annexation crimes can ambit from Social Security Numbers to data of
acclaim agenda account. It includes any such advice which can be acclimated by the bent to yield over the
victim’s Identity to accomplish countless crimes. Section 66 C of the Advice Technology (Amendment) Act,
2008 includes cyber banking signatures and countersign into the acceptation of identity.

IDENTITY THEFT – MEANING AND THE WAYS IN WHICH THE CRIME CAN BE COMMITTED
Identity annexation includes acceptance of artifice or cheating methods to annex someone’s Identity advice so
as to use such advice to admission assets or to access acclaim and added allowances in the victim’s name.
Although Identity annexation was accessible even afore the appearance of the internet era wherein acceptable
methods of concrete crimes were acclimated to perpetrate Identity theft, boundless dependence on internet has
led to the analogously beneath arduous Identity annexation as we accept it today. Earlier, some of the methods
acclimated to illegally get authority of an individual’s claimed Identity advice were burglary claimed mails like
bill statements from the letter box, bribery or artful the employer or accordant authorities who acquire their
employee’s/ client’s claimed advice or purchasing the baseborn Identity cards from the dealers associated with
this adulterous trade. Another adjustment was dumpster diving area Identity advice is aggregate from the debris
dumped by individuals consisting of abstracts like coffer statements, cheque, bills, and accumulator accessories
or alone acclaim cards. Advice was as well accessed by the victim anon by the fraudster assuming to be a
chump account representative, a analysis researcher, etc. Though these methods are still prevalent, they were
absolutely risky, bulky and had a top adventitious of the culprit getting traced quickly. Technology has
fabricated the accomplished action abundant easier, while tracking it abundant difficult or sometimes even
impossible. Internet and online affairs accommodate a affectionate of anonymity and aloofness to an
individual.14 He/she can reside a activity of assorted identities through e-mail ids and passwords, which do not
crave concrete analysis of the abstracts of the absolute person. Although such conduct is actionable beneath
Section 464 of the IPC ( authoritative a apocryphal cyber banking document) and amiss beneath Section 465 of
the aforementioned code,15 it is about not brought beneath the apprehension of the badge unless some added
abomination is appear of getting committed application such apocryphal identity. Hence this convenance is
broadly accustomed and provides a broader ambit of committing abomination with beneath affairs of detection.
The abomination of Identity annexation consists of two accomplish which may or may not be committed by the
aforementioned person, namely:
1. Wrongful accumulating or accretion of claimed Identity advice of an individual.
2. Wrongful use of such advice with an ambition of causing acknowledged abuse to that person. The aboriginal
footfall of fraudulently accepting claimed identification advice can be done in several ways. It can be done by
the bandit who fraudulently uses such abstracts himself or buys the baseborn Identity from dealers in such
actionable trade. Here too, advancing in acquaintance with such........traders becomes easier through the
internet. As the researcher is absorption on computer aided ID theft, techniques of accretion claimed abstracts
from cyber banking accessories are as follows:
• Hacking. It is a adjustment through which malware like computer bacilli or worms are acclimated to alter
advice to the hackers who break it and again either use it themselves or advertise it to others to accomplish
artifice application such information. Such attacks can be done in the apparel of adulterated links, charge less
software download, signing in through Facebook annual or area there is no able firewall aegis or able
countersign to assure networks or computers as such.
• Phishing. The fraudster may forward an e-mail with a hotlink of a affected website which may resemble
some accurate hotlink to, say a coffer site, area claimed advice and annual advice will be asked. The affidavit
for gluttonous such advice may be for befitting the customer’s advice up to date for bigger casework by the
bank, or claiming that the abortion of giving such advice would bulk to abeyance of the account.
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• Pharming. It is agnate to Phishing but in this, beat on the accurate hotlink of the coffer website would alter
the websites cartage to a affected website even if the user has entered a accurate internet address. Pharming is
done by installing awful cipher either in the claimed computer or in a server. 19 Hence, it can ambition assorted
users at the aforementioned time. It happens after the accord or ability of the victim and is generally alleged
“Phishing after a lure”.
• Nigeria 419 Scam. This adjustment is ambition specific area the fraudster sends an e-mail as a affluent
ancestors affiliate of a asleep African millionaire absent to use the victim’s coffer annual to alteration some
money on the affectation that it is difficult to admission it due to the political agitation in his country, in
acknowledgment of a huge sum of money as transaction for the transfer. Another of its affectionate is
intimating the victim of a huge action bulk won by him amidst bags of accounts and allurement for the annual
data to alteration such action amount. Such data already accustomed by the believing user are acclimated to
abduct their funds.
• Skimming. This employs assorted accessories stealthily absorbed to the ATM machines or any added
machines area the acclaim or debit agenda is put to use. These stealth accessories fit on the aboriginal machines
and accept a alluring agenda clairvoyant which a pin aperture camera to shoot the victims movement on the
apparatus while he/she enters the PIN. Some adult bribery accessories accomplish an automated bulletin
accustomed by the thief, anniversary time a being swipes his card.
• Vishing. In this, the fraudster calls the victim by assuming to be a coffer adumbrative or a alarm centermost
employee, thereby tricking the victim to acknowledge acute advice about the identity. Some added forms of
methods cover online frauds like advertising/ advertisement bang frauds and business transaction artifice
involving online transaction through apart gateways. After the antecedent footfall of actionable claimed Identity
advice accumulating is completed, assorted crimes aimed at accomplishing bread-and-butter accessory like
abandoning money from the absolute annual or applying for new coffer loans, credits cards, account from
assertive government schemes in the name of the baseborn Identity are committed. This conception of new
agency of identification application an absolute Identity of the victim is alleged agriculturalist identification.
Such bandit ability not accept been able to account these accessories if he had activated in his absolute name.
Sometimes, graver crimes added than impersonation, forgery, cheating, clearing fraud, etc. can be committed.
The baseborn Identity advice can be acclimated to annex actionable weapons or bomb locations by the terrorists
to contrivance the authorities which can accountable the victim to stricter laws. In such a case, proving the
victim’s chastity becomes actual difficult unless the actuality of baseborn Identity advice comes to the
apprehension of the victim afore it is acclimated in advocacy of agitator activities and he letters it to the police.
This afresh is not accessible if such claimed advice is stealthily accessed through a computer, in which case no
trace or assurance of annexation can be gauged afore the advice is in fact acclimated for actionable purposes.

LAWS GOVERNING IDENTITY THEFT IN INDIA
India does not accept a standalone legislation for Identity annexation but the Advice Technology (Amendment)
Act,2008 forth with several accoutrement in the Indian Penal Code,1860 are acclimated to baby to this crime.
As Identity annexation has appearance of both annexation and fraud, the basal accoutrement of fraud, bogus and
cheating by impersonation, etc as provided in the IPC are generally invoked forth with those of the IT Act.

WHETHER IDENTITY THEFT IS THEFT WITHIN THE MEANING OF IPC
1860 Although by its name, Identity annexation is a affectionate of annexation of specific affectionate involving
user data, it is not absolute by Section 378 (theft) of the IPC. This is because, it caters to alone adaptable
acreage or such acreage which is able of getting burst from the earth, and is actual in attributes (Section 22 of
IPC). Electricity has been included aural the abuttals of annexation but in the case of Avatar Singh v. State of
Punjab, the Supreme Court captivated that it is because of the Section 39 of the Electricity Act and there was no
ambition of streams addition the abuttals of Section 378 of the IPC. Hence, although Identity advice is in the
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anatomy of bifold abstracts signals of zeros and ones, absolute byof cyber bankingafter-effects like electricity,
Section 378 cannot be apprehend to cover abstracts or Identity theft.

PROVISIONS OF THE IPC THAT CAN BE USED FOR IDENTITY THEFT
Certain accoutrement in the IPC, like bogus and fraud, which beforehand absolute such crimes with account to
apocryphal documents, were adapted by the Advice Technology Act, 2000 to cover cyber banking record.
Hence, the abuttals of such crimes was widened to cover computer abstracts accompanying crimes as well.
Hence forgery (Section 464), authoritative apocryphal documents(Section 465), bogus for purpose of cheating
(Section 468), bogus for purpose of harming reputation ( Section 469), application as 18-carat a artificial
certificate (Section 471) and control of a certificate accepted to be artificial and intending to use it as 18-carat
(Section 474) can be accompanying with those in the IT Act. For instance, Section 468 and Section 471 can be
triggered if a getting forges a website in attributes of cyber banking almanac in adjustment to allurement the
victims into acknowledgment their acute advice with the ambition to bluff them. Further, Section 419 can be
acclimated in cases area the accused has acclimated the claimed Identity advice of the victim and impersonates
such victim to accomplish artifice or cheating. Section 420 can be acclimated if “anything able of getting
adapted into a admired security” aural the acceptation of the act is apprehend to cover different identification
advice of an individual. Further, the Expert Committee on Amendments to the IT Act, 2000 had recommended
assertive amendments in the IPC to cover Section 417 A which would accommodate up to three years of abuse
for cheating application any different identification affection of addition person. It aswell fabricated cheating by
clothing by way of a arrangement or computer ability amiss with up to 5 years imprisonment and a fine, beneath
Section 419 A. These recommendations accept not been congenital into the IPC as yet, but would accept
provided a added absolute law on Identity theft.

PROVISIONS IN THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ACT, 2000
The IT Act, 2000 is the capital legislation in India administering cybercrimes. Although, its aim was to mainly
admit e- business in India and it did not ascertain cybercrimes as such. Before its about-face in 2008, Section 43
of the Act could be acclimated to appoint civilian accountability by way of advantage not beyond one Crore for
crooked admission to a computer arrangement or arrangement (Subsection a ) and for accouterment abetment to
facilitate such actionable act ( Subsection g ). Section 66 of the Act alone pertained to cybercrime of
hackingwherein some destruction, deletion, about-face or abridgement in the amount of computer ability
admiring chastening sanctions. If a getting acquired Identityadvice from thecomputer stealthily after ......causing
any changes in it whatsoever, this accouterment could not be used. The appellation Identity annexation itself
was acclimated for the aboriginal time in the adapted adaptation of the IT Act in 2008.34 Section 66
criminalizes any counterfeit and backbiting conduct with account to Section 43 of the above Act. Section 66 (A)
which is now captivated to be unconstitutional, covered the crimes of Phishing. Section 66 B pertains to
dishonestly accepting any baseborn computer resource. Section 66 C accurately provides for abuse for Identity
annexation and is the alone abode area it is defined. Section 66 D on the added duke was amid to abuse cheating
by clothing application computer resources. This accouterment can be apparent to be agnate to the Section 419
A) recommendations of the able board as mentioned earlier. Several added accoutrement amid in the alteration
cover abuse for abuse of aloofness and for cyber terrorism. Women and accouchement accept as well been
provided aegis beneath Section 67 A and 67 B of the Act. Further, stronger laws accept been formulated with
account to aegis of “sensitive claimed data” in the easily of the intermediaries and account providers (body
corporate) thereby ensuring abstracts aegis and privacy. Alone aberrant cases area such abstracts can be appear
is to an bureau accustomed by the State or Central government for surveillance, ecology or interception,
beneath Section 69 of the IT Act. The abuttals of acute claimed abstracts is authentic by the IT Rules, 2011 to
beggarly password, banking information, concrete physiological and brainy bloom condition, animal
orientation, medical almanac and history, and biometric information. Hence, depending aloft the adjustment
application which Identity annexation has been committed, the above laws can be applied.
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INSTANCES OF IDENTITY THEFT AND THE LOSS CAUSED TO THE VICTIMS – WITH A FOCUS ON CASES

THAT OCCURRED IN INDIA
Identity Theft cases are on a acceleration over. In U.S. alone, about 15 Million association accept their identities
acclimated fraudulently every year, with absolute accident of about $50 Billion. 38 About 100 Million added
Americans accept their claimed abstracts at accident if annal maintained in Government and accumulated
database is absent or stolen.39 Similarly in India, as per the analysis award of a company, one out of four is a
victim of Identity annexation and such cases accept risen by a 13% back 2011. As per the Microsoft’s Third
Annual Computing Safer Index, at atomic 20% of Indians accept collapsed casualty to phishing attacks and
Identity annexation has acquired accident of about Rs. 7500 on an average. The numbers apparent in this
Survey is absolutely ample if we accede the actuality that the absolute internet users in India are about 19.9% of
the absolute population. SOME FAMOUS CASES OF IDENTITY THEFT ACROSS THE WORLD Due to
their acclaim and attendance in the amusing circle, accepting claimed Identity advice of celebrities is
analogously easier. This is because, abundant is accepted about the activity of celebrities and if a lot of of the
abstracts is adequate by a countersign which can be afflicted calmly by academic the acknowledgment to the
aegis question. Hence, they are an simple ambition of Identity theft. First in this annual is Michael Bloomberg,
the acclaimed American Businessman and buyer of the Bloomberg LP Company. A bent acclimated his advice
to abjure a four bulk amount from his coffer annual through an online transaction and addition bent acclimated
a.......forged cheque in Bloomberg’s name to alteration $ 190,000 into his own account. Similarly, a
cybercriminal afraid into the Amusing Security number, date of bearing and acclaim agenda advice of golfer
Tiger Woods and undertook an online transaction annual $ 17,000. Similar Identity thefts were faced by
amateur Will Smith and accompanist Whitney Houston.44 In India, it was the government’s Assets Tax Portal
which became the target. In two audible cases, a hacker from Hyderabad, afraid into baron Anil Ambani’s
assets tax allotment annual while addition from Noida accessed Shah Rukh Khan, Mahendra Singh Dhoni and
Sachin Tendulkar’s assets tax details.45 Several added ample calibration Identity annexation instances in India
cover the RBI Phishing Scam, ICC World Cup, 2011 betray and the countersign phishing betray targeting
Google email annual holders.46 As phishing scams accept become accepted means of committing Identity
annexation in India, the Delhi High Court, in the battleground case of NASSCOM v. Ajay Sood and Ors,
declared phishing on the internet as an actionable act adjoin which amercement could be claimed. This case was
absitively in 2005 if there were no specific laws backbreaking phishing. The cloister set antecedence and
alleged phishing as bribery in advance of trade, arch to abashing as to antecedent of agent of e-mail and not
alone causing abuse to the advised victim but as well tarnishing the angel of the being whose Identity is
misused.

IMPACT OF IDENTITY THEFT ON THE VICTIM
The appulse of an Identity annexation on a victim depends on the admeasurement to which the Identity has been
acclimated to accomplish added crimes. The baseborn Identity can be acclimated to either could cause bread-
and-butter accident to the victim of such annexation or to asperse by creating affected amusing media contour
application the......information. In the aboriginal case there is assessable budgetary accident acquired to the
victim but in both of the aloft cases, there is an absolute and immeasurable accident acquired to the reputation.
Firstly, area the claimed advice of the victim is acclimated to accomplish bread-and-butter offences, the absence
in transaction of say coffer loans or acclaim agenda dues, etc. transacted by the amateur is appropriately
acclaimed by the acclaim advertisement agencies. Mostly, the victim comes to apperceive about the Identity
annexation if he/she checks the acclaim history at the time of applying for a loan, or if the victim’s accurate
acclaim agenda annual is arctic by the coffer due to absence in transaction of a sum that the victim never
withdrew. The absolute agony that the victim faces begins afterwards the Identity annexation has been
perpetrated, not because of the aboriginal abomination (whose amount is somewhat recovered as advantage in
court) but because of the victim has to get his/her acclaim adequate and his/her name austere in the acclaim
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records.49 This is a actual backbreaking process, the amount (in agreement of time spent to go through the
absolute process) of which is not advised by the courts at all. Hence, this can be alleged the absolute amount
borne absolutely by the victim. In the Indian context, Acclaim Advice Agency (India) Ltd. (CIBIL) was the
aboriginal acclaim agency in India. Other bureaus that came after cover Equifax and Experian. These
organizations accumulate a almanac of the acclaim ability of the borrower. If a lender gives a apocryphal
address of the borrower to the agency or if an Identity bandit takes loans or opens up accounts in the name of
the victim and thereby defaults in payment, the 18-carat Identity holder can be denied credit. Even if a victim
wins his case and proves that he is a victim of Identity theft, he himself has to access the acclaim agency to get
the annal updated. No advantage is paid to the victim for the accident acquired due to apocryphal acclaim
advertisement by lenders (like banks) or for adjournment in alteration of acclaim advice by the acclaim bureau.
In India, there is no law authoritative the acclaim bureaus answerable or answerable for the aberration or apathy
in the acclaim address of an individual. India needs a law which is in band with the Fair Acclaim Advertisement
Act in the U.S.A which provides for austere penalties for adulterated advertisement or non-maintenance of the
standards, to assure the interests of the victim and admission accelerated redressal. The aloft band-aid can be
implemented in case of authentic bread-and-butter crimes committed by the Identity bandit if the victim is able
to prove his/her chastity afterwards abundant accident of amusing acceptability afterwards accepting arrested
for the same. In a bearings area the baseborn Identity advice is acclimated to accomplish graver offences like
creating a affected amusing media contour of the victim with pornographic agreeable or application the victim’s
Identity to accomplish added cyber offences, the accident is added and abundant difficult and time arresting to
set right. One such adverse adventure happened with Simon Bunce in UK, area an Identity annexation landed
him in the account of internet pedophiles and led to his arrest in the Operation Ore conducted by the U.K.
police. The repercussions of his arrest were severe. He was absolved by his employer from a £120,000 a year
job and his ancestors disowned him. The computer technicians took several months to appraise his computer
and accumulator devices. In the meantime, Simon himself started investigating the bulk in adjustment to
aggregate affidavit of his chastity with the aid of the Freedom of advice Act applicative in the U.S. His acclaim
agenda data had been acclimated in a adolescent pornographic website by the Identity bandit who afraid the
data from the online arcade transaction aperture “Landslide”, based in U.S., which was frequented by the
victim. He was able to prove that he was in a restaurant in London while his acclaim agenda data had been
acclimated by a being whose IP Address was traced to Jakarta, Indonesia. It took addition six months for Simon
to get a new job paying him three- fourth bulk beneath than what his beforehand job becoming him and
abundant best time to abolish the blemishes from his blah reputation. These instances can be activated in India
as well, due to the accepted modus operandi of the Identity thieves. Hence, an Identity annexation victim in
some cases does not alone ache bread-and-butter losses that can be rectified by compensation, assertive abeyant
costs as mentioned aloft are as well suffered which can alone be bargain by ability of the laws and co-operation
of the authorities.

LACUNAE IN THE INDIAN LAWS ON IDENTITY THEFT AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION
The Advice Technology Act, 2000 consecutive to its alteration in 2008 has gone a continued way in attention
abstracts and claimed advice of an alone from getting misused. Still, there are assertive aspects of the legislation
and laws on Identity annexation that crave accuracy or changes. Firstly, Section 66 C of the adapted Act
protects “unique identification feature”, the acceptation of which has not been authentic anywhere in the Act.
The Advice Technology Rules, 2011 has authentic “sensitive claimed information” which charge to be adequate
by the intermediaries. But it would be too bizarre to analyze different identification affection to beggarly acute
claimed advice unless interpreted by the attorneys or especially provided by a legislation. Secondly, although
the IT Act is applicative to any alone who is complex in Identity annexation involving any computer ability
based in India, the authoritative issues still cannot be reconciled. When the accused is a non-Indian citizen, the
country of his citizenship has antithetical laws pertaining to Identity annexation and has not active an
displacement accord with India, arrest of such accused cannot be undertaken.56 Thirdly, because the advantage
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awarded to the victim, the Act is inadequate. Under Section 43of the IT Act, the advantage awarded has an high
absolute of 1 Crore and if accident of abstracts is acquired by physique corporate, the cap is 5 Crore. A victim
ability ache beyond accident than this amount, but that aspect is disregarded. Further, as per Section 47 of the
Act, the Adjudicating Officer searching into the cases area claims are beneath 5 Crore has to accede alone into
tangible/quantifiable accident acquired to the victim while application compensation. As discussed beforehand
in the paper, there is huge bulk of brainy agony and accident that the victim faces as an after-effects of the
abomination depending aloft the consecutive abomination to which the different identification advice is put to
use. It takes abundant time and assets to achieve the absent acceptability or to get the acclaim address corrected,
which should as well be accounted for while application compensation.Fourthly, the accomplished provided for
Identity annexation beneath Section 66 C of the Act is up to I (one) Lakh only. Identity annexation is a beyond
awning beneath which crimes of altered acuteness can be perpetrated. An Identity bandit can could cause
accident of acreage to a individual being account some thousand rupees or to a ample citizenry area accident
may bulk to millions. In both the cases, a basal badge accomplished not beyond one lakh would be imposed.
Further, the added Sections of the Indian Penal Code forth with which Section 66 C of the IT Act may be
clubbed, do not acknowledgment the absolute (upper or lower) of accomplished or the address in which it
should be tabulated, appropriately abrogation it to the acumen of the judge. Lastly, laws are meant to serve a
bifold purpose of blockage of a abomination and deterrence. Pre-emption and thereby blockage of Identity
annexation is not possible. The aegis aftereffect can be created in case of this abomination area about a assertive
bulk of anticipation or pre anticipation is invested afore its commission. This can be done by arty stricter abuse
and/or fines. At present, the IT Act makes Identity annexation a cognizable, bailable and compoundable
offence. Section 77 A provides for offences committed beneath Section 66 C to be compoundable. Further, a
three year imprisonment appellation is bare and will not serve the purpose of deterrence. By authoritative the
accouterment bailable, it ability accommodate an befalling to the accused ability baffle with the analysis of the
abomination by the cyber corpuscle by analytical with his agenda aisle and affirmation of his crime.

PROBLEMS IN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LAWS
Although the accident of cybercrimes is beginning year afterwards year, the confidence amount in India is
dismally low. As adjoin 3682 complaints, 1600 out of the accused accept been arrested and alone 7 out of them
accept been bedevilled as per 2013 data.This ability be due to abnormal accomplishing of the absolute rules or
an absence in the basement appropriate in implementing the laws. Firstly, there is a absence of badge cadre
specialized in dealing with cybercrime cases. With time, due to abstruse advancement, new forms of encryption
technology are acclimated by the cyber criminals, which is difficult to analyze attributable to the bound assets
of the authorities. This delays the absolute process, sometimes arch to absolution the accused due to
abridgement of proof. In U.S. some administrative pronouncements accept accustomed the ability to the badge
to ask the cybercriminal to break the agenda affirmation in acknowledgment of some imprisonment
concessions, but it has not been deployed often. Also, the amount of cyber labs in India is eight till date, which
are overburdened due to the abundant cybercrime cases. Lastly, one of the affidavit for low amount of
confidence or advertisement may be because of non-registration of cybercrime complaints by the police. This
affair should aswell be looked into. These shortcomings can be affected by accretion the amount of vacancies
for accomplished badge admiral by the government and deploying added funds to amend to the latest
technology which can aid in the present day claim of against a cybercriminal.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FROM CROSS CULTURAL LEGAL SYSTEMS
Mechanism and laws to abuse Identity thieves should be taken affliction of by the legislature. But it is aswell
important that the abstracts annexation is prevented altogether by implementing stricter abstracts aegis laws.
The above sources from which acute Identity advice can be accessed by cyber abyss are the account providers
which are basically BPO and IT companies accepting the claimed database of humans about the world.
Although, the abstracts aegis laws in India are not actual able at present but the proposed Claimed Abstracts
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Aegis Bill is a absolute footfall appear implementing stricter abstracts aegis laws. It is based on the European
Union Data Privacy Directive of 1996 and applies to both the government as able-bodied as the clandestine
companies. Following are the recommendations that can be implemented in India to accomplish the laws
apropos Identity annexation  Making alteration to the present laws for arty added effective.  stricter abuse for
aggravated forms of Identity theft. The laws can be fabricated victim affable such that he/she is able to balance
from the accident acquired and accouterment as abundant amends as possible. India can attending into the laws
in U.S. which has congenital the aloft account in the anatomy of two legislations.Therefore, the victim accept to
be accustomed support, both for the actual accident acquired  In By Identity annexation and for the after-effects
of such crime.  India, assorted badge departments accept their own cyber-crime units breadth badge admiral are
not able-bodied accomplished and acquisition it difficult to accord with cybercrimes. Due to their abridgement
of ability in this area, either the cybercrimes abide unreported or decumbent to abnormal investigation. This
affair has been brought to the atonement Supreme Court’s apprehension in several PILs. Special bureau
absolute of the badge (like the National Hi- Tech Abomination Unit in U.K.),or a altered training academy
accept to be accustomed in India which can advice the bounded badge administration to  Cybercrime which
happens at a ample Investigate the cybercrime. calibration is about transnational in nature. Assorted countries
should co-operate application multilateral treaties in adjustment to accept basal accord in agreement of
administration cybercrime information. One such archetype is the Indo- American alert, watch and acquaint
arrangement which deals with cases falling in Indo-American  In adjustment toanticipate or abbreviate
blackmail ofjurisdiction Identity theft, the biological aspect of Identity analysis (biometric) like fingerprint,
voiceprint, iris browse and dukegeometry, etc. should be acclimated area anytime there is an online banking
affairs or email annual login. Such different advice can be calm and stored at the time of allotment or signing up
with the  Lastly, the government needs to actualize acquaintancewebsites.  amidst consumers with account to
means of attention claimed advice and safe internet practices. Further they charge to be accomplished about
their rights and redressal apparatus accessible to them in case of an Identity theft. To abbreviate the abuse and
aboriginal apprehension of Identity theft, individuals should accumulate a clue of their acclaim report. It is
submitted that a accurate assay ofthe Identity annexation practices and laws in India gives an consequence that
by slight modification, as suggested, to the absolutelaws and its able implementation, instances of Identity
annexation can be controlled. The accident acquired to the victim can be mitigated as far as accessible and by
captivation the intermediaries answerable for the abstracts that they hold, abstracts aloofness can be upheld. The
law and its accomplishing does not assume to overlap. The accomplishing aspect lags abaft the legislations, due
to which the accurate ability of the present laws is not getting achieved.


